Frequency interferences of two-unit quartz resonator arrays excited by lateral electric fields.
The coupled thickness-twist and face-shear vibrations of the lateral-field-excitation (LFE) two-unit resonator array are analyzed, and the frequency interference and shift of LFE resonator arrays are both studied. Different from most of the quartz resonator arrays based on thickness-field-excitation, the resonator array in this study operates with LFE generated by a pair of electrodes on the top surface of the resonator. By using Mindlin's first-order theory of piezoelectric plates, the electrically forced vibrations are analyzed. The effects of various structural parameters on the frequency interference and shift are examined; furthermore, the corresponding mechanisms are discussed. Varying trends of the frequency interference and shift with various structural parameters are verified by the finite element method. The results are crucial for avoiding frequency interferences between two adjacent units in parameter design of the resonator array operating on LFE.